Fasten your seatbelts:
in-flight connectivity
takes off
Deloitte Global predicts that in 2018, one billion
passenger journeys on planes (about a quarter
of the total) will be on aircraft equipped with inflight connectivity (IFC).277, 278 IFC can be used for
data and, where allowed, voice communications.
This would be a 20 percent year-on-year increase.
IFC revenue for airlines should be close to $1
billion, with most generated by airtime sales
to about a tenth of passengers who purchase
access on routes where IFC is available and
charged for.279, 280
While IFC has been available for many years in
markets such as North America, it should be
more popular and lucrative than ever in 2018,
thanks to the rising number of routes covered,
higher connection speeds and greater data
capacity per flight.281
This trend implies that within a few years,
the airplane may no longer be one of the last
remaining connectivity-free zones – in any part of
the world.

How IFC works
There are two ways of providing
connectivity to planes; on occasion,
both approaches are deployed in
tandem:
•• Air to ground (ATG): A network of
specialized ground-based mobile
broadband towers relays signals up
to antennas located on the underside
of a plane’s fuselage. As with a
terrestrial cellular network, the plane
automatically connects to the closest
tower. ATG has been cheaper and has
lower latency than satellite-based
services, but for evident reasons
works only while over or close to land.
One of ATG’s major constraints is the
amount of spectrum available for the
service.
•• Satellite: A constellation of satellites,
typically in geostationary orbit,
sends to and receives signals from
earth via receivers and transmitters.
Connectivity is via an antenna on the
roof of the aircraft. Satellite-based
systems provide coverage across the
globe, including over oceans, but have
typically been more expensive and
have higher latency.
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Until recently, many airlines outside of North
America had taken a wait-and-see approach
to IFC or had only partially equipped their
fleets. About a third of commercial planes
will be equipped with IFC at the start of 2018.
Deployment was partial for a combination of
factors, including the inability to offer quality
service, the impact of legacy technology on the
plane’s weight and the costs involved.
But in 2018 and beyond, the business case
for IFC should become more compelling due
to technological advances in satellite and ATG
connectivity. IFC is likely to enjoy better speeds
per user and greater capacity, enabling both
improved experience and lower prices. Deloitte
Global expects an additional 1,600 to 2,000
airplanes to be equipped with IFC in 2018. We
also expect upgrades to planes already equipped
with prior-generation IFC equipment, delivering
better connectivity as a result.
The principal upgrade from satellite providers
is the move to high-throughput satellite (HTS),
which employs frequency reuse and multiple
spot beams to raise throughput. HTS should
increase capacity and data speeds substantially
and lower costs significantly. HTS increases
peak speed to the aircraft to more than 100
Mbit/s.282 Non-HTS satellite-based services
deliver between 10 and 70 Mbit/s to an aircraft.
The exact speed realized depends on the
combination of equipment in a given system –
satellite, antenna, modem – and latitude.283 This
capacity is shared among all passengers who
wish to use the service.
HTS deployment, which was introduced to
commercial satellite communications within
the past decade, is likely to ramp up in the
medium term. According to Euroconsult, total
HTS capacity dedicated to IFC will increase to 21
Gbit/s by the end of 2018, up fivefold from the
end of 2016.284
Further growth in the volume of satellite capacity
targeting the IFC market is expected beyond
2018 as more HTS systems are launched. NGSO
(non-geostationary) HTS constellations such as
Space X and OneWeb that promise to deliver
large-capacity supply are also being planned. IFC
is likely to be one use of this capacity.

In 2018, ATG providers are expecting to be able
to deliver peak speeds to the aircraft of up to 100
Mbit/s using solutions based on LTE technology
and, in some cases, unlicensed spectrum. This is
about 10 times faster than existing ATG solutions
and at a much lower cost.285 GoGo, the main
ATG provider today, is expected to launch its
next-generation ATG network in 2018.286 The ATG
market is likely to see new entrants, with their
services expected to begin to be available at the
end of 2017.287
The receiving technology on planes has also
improved in recent years; the introduction of
flat-panel antennae reduced drag. One criticism
of legacy satellite antennas was that they made
planes less aerodynamically efficient.288 There
will also be improvements to the receiving
technology in aircraft. One vendor is using
multiple receivers instead of one, enabling a more
consistent service. One receiver allows users to
stay connected, while a second acquires the new
spot beam as an aircraft moves from one beam
to another.289
Another vendor is expecting to introduce
modems that can increase speeds in the aircraft
to up to 400 Mbit/s, markedly faster than
existing modems which allow for speeds of 15
Mbit/s available on some planes with legacy IFC
technology.290
One ATG vendor has introduced the use of four
antennas to pick up signals more effectively and
offer faster speeds.
In 2018, more consumers across the globe are
likely to be on planes with IFC. In 2017, 80 percent
of flyers in North America traveled on routes with
IFC.291
However, in other markets such as Europe and
Asia-Pacific (APAC), IFC rollout was limited. This
is likely to change in coming months as more
airlines launch IFC services on more planes and
more routes, including in formerly underserved
regions.
In Europe, International Airlines Group (IAG), the
parent company of Aer Lingus, British Airways,
Iberia and Vueling, aims to have
90 percent of its short-haul fleet equipped by
early 2019.292 Initiatives such as the European
Aviation Network (EAN) and the deployment of
over 300 on-ground base stations specifically
designed for IFC should aid the European
deployment.293
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IFC prospects are also picking up in APAC. For
example, Virgin Australia and Qantas plan to
equip the majority of their fleet with IFC by the
end of 2018.294 Chinese airlines are set to take
advantage of the October 1, 2017, lifting of the
ban on the use of portable devices on domestic
flights.295 China Eastern, China Southern, Hainan
and Xiamen airlines are offering IFC on some of
their international routes. Air China will have a
number of its Airbus 350 aircraft equipped with
IFC by December 2017.296
In the next decade, the largest percentage
growth is expected across Latin America, where
the number of connected aircraft is forecast to
increase from 44 in 2015 to 1,529 by 2025.297
Demand for the new IFC capacity coming on
stream should be significant. Historically, usage
has been concentrated among business users,
most of whom expense usage. Consumers have
always wanted in, but at lower price points and
with better quality.
Demand for connectivity is now so strong that
consumers would prioritize it over most other
amenities. One survey found that if respondents
had to select from a range of services, 54 percent
would choose Wi-Fi. This is almost three times
the proportion (19 percent) that would choose
a meal.298 Another survey, conducted among
IFC users, found that almost 90 percent would
trade seats, additional legroom or another
amenity for a faster and more consistent wireless
connection.299
Consumers’ connectivity motivations will vary.
Some may want to remain productive and
respond to work emails. Others may want to
continue conversations (when permitted), share
selfies from the sky or stream their choice of
music rather than the airline’s selection.
Airlines’ motivations are likely to be to meet
customer demand, attract and retain customers,
and generate revenue. Revenue could come
directly, from the sale of airtime, or indirectly,
when IFC is offered free, as a way to acquire
new customers or improve loyalty. If it proves
a revenue generator, IFC will allow airlines to
augment the already booming ancillary services
market, which has increased more than 13 times
between 2007 and 2016.300

The most popular charging model is for a
certain period of connection time or for a flight
(regardless of the route).301 Some airlines may
choose to offer certain, typically low-bandwidth
services (such as texting) for free or offer
connectivity for free for a certain period of time
as a way to increase service awareness and
entice further usage.302
Other airlines may choose to delay IFC
deployment, given the capital cost of between
$200,000 and $300,000 per plane303, the revenue
forgone from grounding the plane during the
three-day installation304, and the on going cost
for capacity. Some of these costs may be offset
by savings if IFC means that existing seatback
entertainment systems can be uninstalled
or not installed in the first place. Removing
seatback entertainment would eliminate a major
maintenance cost, remove the capex spend on
new hardware or upgrades, and reduce fuel
costs by reducing the plane’s weight.305
Some of the cost savings could be put toward
purchasing capacity and media content to be
made available for consumption on customers’
personal devices. Improvements in compression
should enable content (including movies and TV
programs) to be streamed at high quality with
less bandwidth.306
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The bottom line
When deploying IFC, airlines have to decide whether to use satellite, ATG or both. Airlines
also need to decide which spectrum to use; they must determine which solution is most
suited to future as well as current demand and how well it can scale.
There is a trade-off between quality of service, the complexity of the solution and the cost
of the installation process.307 Airlines will need to gauge if the resulting customer pricing, if
any, is likely to be affordable to their customers.
Airlines will also need to decide which parts of the IFC service they want to manage on their
own. For example, with certain solutions, the vendor supports the costs of installing the
connectivity in the planes and can manage the service; the airline receives a share of the
revenue but doesn’t need to do anything else. Other airlines are taking on the installation of
IFC and the development and delivery of services.
IFC can also be used to run parts of the aircraft’s operation. American Airlines, the first
airline to do this, equipped all its flight attendants with internet-enabled tablets as early as
2012.308 This enables them to carry out mileage upgrades, read and respond to corporate
emails, get real-time access to passenger seat assignments, file reports, and do remote
maintenance.
Airlines will need to determine the role that IFC plays in their entertainment program. Some
airlines may choose to allow customers to use their own devices to stream content from
an onboard library, even at no additional cost. Others may choose to continue to provide
seatback entertainment, but mostly on long-haul routes. Airlines will also have to consider
whether to give customers full control over which services can be used. Various airlines are
forbidding calls on their planes, mostly in response to flyers’ feedback.309
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Regulators will need to ensure that there is sufficient spectrum to meet current and future
demand.
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For three-quarters of air travelers at present, being on a plane means disconnection from
the world, whether or not they want that. In coming years, it may not be an option. As
connectivity improves and becomes cheaper, IFC is likely to become standard. The plane,
too, will be connected – and the majority of passengers will be delighted by this and will
express their happiness on social networks from 35,000 feet up.
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Mobile operators will need to consider whether they should extend their reach into
the sky. One operator has sponsored free access to messaging and one hour’s in-flight
internet access.310
Connectivity can be sponsored by other companies in exchange for customer data; this is
currently the model used in many airports that offer free internet.
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